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Silicon self-diffusion constants by tight-binding molecular dynamics
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The thermodynamic integration method has been incorporated into the tight-binding molecular-dynamics
scheme to compute formation free energies of native point defects in bulk silicon. By combining previous
simulated diffusivity data with present free-energy estimates, we present a thorough quantum-mechanical
picture of self-diffusion in silicon that is both consistent with the state-of-the-art experimental data and able to
predict separately the vacancy and self-interstitial contributions.
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Self-diffusion in silicon has been the subject of inten
research since it rules many fundamental materials phen
ena, such as equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties
native defects and processes of matter transport. It also
derlies the microstructural evolution of bulk silicon und
many technologically-relevant processes, such as Czoc
ski crystal growth or ion implantation. It is nowadays we
established that the self-diffusion coefficientDSD(T) follows
an Arrhenius equation

DSD~T!5D0exp~2Ea/kBT!, ~1!

over a wide range of temperatures.1 Recent experimenta
measurements of self-diffusion in isotope heterostructu2

have shown a temperature dependence accurately desc
over many orders of magnitude by an activation energy
migrationEa54.7560.04 eV and by a preexponential fa
tor D055302170

1250 cm2 s21.
Although the global picture is clear, there is still unce

tainty about the relative contributions toDSD(T) due to the
various elementary mechanisms of diffusion. As a matte
fact, self-diffusion is influenced by vacancy~V! and self-
interstitial ~I! migration, as well as by the direct exchange
two Si atoms, occurring between two neighboring latt
sites.3 This latter mechanism, however, is usually dis
garded since no experimental evidence has been found
it,2 and its contribution toDSD(T) has been theoretically
predicted to be negligibly small.4 Accordingly, the self-
diffusion coefficient can be cast in the form2

DSD~T!5 f ICI
eq~T!dI~T!1 f VCV

eq~T!dV~T!, ~2!

whereCI
eq(T) and CV

eq(T) represent, respectively, the~nor-
malized! equilibrium concentration ofV’s and I ’s defects,
while dI(T) anddV(T) indicate the corresponding diffusivi
ties. Thef I and f V terms represent the autocorrelation facto
for native defect migration trajectories and are well kno
for the diamond lattice.5 The open problem, therefore, con
sists of providing separately an estimation of
CI

eq ,CV
eq ,dI ,dV and their explicit dependences upon te

perature.
By means of metal diffusion experiments6 it has been pos-

sible to characterize theI -contribution to self-diffusion as

CI
eq~T!dI~T!52980 exp~24.95 eV/kBT! cm2 s21, ~3!
0163-1829/2001/64~23!/233203~3!/$20.00 64 2332
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which, combined with the above result for the totalDSD(T),
allows to evaluate theV contribution as2

CV
eq~T!dV~T!50.92 exp~24.14 eV/kBT! cm2 s21. ~4!

Other experimental data7 have been published, according
which the above diffusion constants should be

CI
eq~T!dI~T!5914 exp~24.84 eV/kBT! cm2 s21, ~5!

and

CV
eq~T!dV~T!50.6 exp~24.03 eV/kBT! cm2 s21. ~6!

Both data sets predict a self-diffusion dominated by se
interstitial ~vacancy! mobility at a high ~low! temperature.
However, the crossover temperature for the dominat
mechanism is different: 890 °C and 1000–1100 °C, for E
~3!,~4! and ~5!,~6!, respectively.

As for theory, a thorough study of self-diffusion require
accurate free-energy calculations~aimed at predicting
temperature-dependent equilibrium concentrations! and ex-
tensive diffusivity simulations~aimed at computing migra
tion energies and diffusivity prefactors! both for I and V
defects. Once the formation free energiesFI ,V

f 5EI ,V
f

1TSI ,V
f , as well as migration energiesEI ,V

m and diffusivity
prefactorsdI ,V

0 are known, Eq.~2! can be recast in the form

DSD~T!5dI
0 expS 2

EI
f2TSI

f

kBT Dexp~2EI
m/kBT!

1dV
0 expS 2

EV
f 2TSV

f

kBT Dexp~2EV
m/kBT!, ~7!

so that a direct theory vs experiment comparison is possi
At present, quantitative free-energy calculations are s

rare, due to the considerable computational demands
finite-temperature simulations: an accurate simulation
cluding high-temperature anharmonic effects, as well as
liable quantum-mechanical description of the bond dynam
involved in defect formation and migration, is in fact a ve
demanding task. A model potential molecular dynam
~MD! simulation, based on the Stillinger-Weber~SW! poten-
tial, has been presented by Sinnoet al.8 Although the pro-
posed numbers define a self-contained picture, the ove
reliability is questionable, due to the limitation of the S
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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potential, as confirmed by the direct comparison with exp
mental data reported below. A much more reliable picture
been found by Blo¨chl et al.9 by means of first-principles cal
culations. In that work, however, the huge computatio
workload prevented from evaluating the temperature dep
dence of theI contribution. Furthermore, as shown in th
following, room for improvement appears as far as vacan
mediated diffusion is concerned. Finally, a semi-empiri
tight-binding molecular dynamics~TBMD! investigation10

has provided a reliable picture for formation and migrati
of native defects, while entropic contributions were fitted
experimental data or guessed from previous investigatio
Thus, although the agreement between those TBMD data
experimental data2,7 was good, the theoretical investigatio
lacked of internal consistency and, therefore, can hardly
considered as predictive.

The above scenario points out the need for a new, s
contained, quantum mechanical and atomistic investiga
on self-diffusion constants, aimed at characterizing indep
dently the two major mechanisms of diffusion. This is t
scope of the present work, where TBMD free-energy cal
lations have been performed in the framework of the
representation by Kwonet al.11 and eventually combined
with previous TBMD diffusion simulations.10

The thermodynamic integration~TI! method12 was
adopted to evaluateFI ,V

f . According to the TI formalism, the
free-energy differenceDF between two systems has be
obtained by integrating

DF5E
l50

l51K ]H~l!

]l L
l

dl, ~8!

wherel acts as disposable parameter coupling a given in
stateH0 ~with a well-known free energy! to the target final
state ~with unknown free energy! H1 : H(l)5lH11(1
2l)H0. In this work the state of reference was chosen to
an Einstein crystal. During the MD simulations a mass
Nose-Hoover chain was attached to each vibrational de
of freedom to keep the ensemble canonical.13 The target state
was, in turn, the TBMD Si sample. The ensemble aver
appearing in Eq.~8! was performed during constant volum
constant-temperature simulations on a 6461 atom periodi-
cally repeated cell. The net forcefa acting on theath atom
was defined asfa5lfa

TBMD1(12l)fa
Einst. . At each state—

defined by a given value ofl—the lattice was first carefully
equilibrated with runs long up to 16 ps~one time step corre
sponding to 1 fs! and finally averaged over several more p
The thermodynamical integration was performed over 1l
points. Our benchmarks~performed on 21661 atoms and/or
l55 points! proved that it is more important to include
higher number ofl points in the TI evaluation than to en
large the size of the simulation box. We estimate the pres
energy integrals given in Eq.~8! to be converged to within
;1024 eV. All free-energy calculations were performed
four different temperatures: 300, 500, 1000, and 1400 K

The formation entropySI
f for the self-interstitial defect

was found almost constant with temperature, the aver
value beingSI

f511.2kB . First-principles calculations per
formed in the local harmonic approximation9 predict a value
23320
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f;6kB , which, however, increases up toSI

f;10kB when
including anharmonic terms through TI calculations.14 The
case of a vacancy is more complicated. As a matter of f
due to the high mobility of such a defect,10 during the equili-
bration1 observation runs, the defect was mobile, thus a
ing a sizeable contribution of migration entropy in the TI fr
energy calculations. This is confirmed by the fact that
computed value ofSV

f varied in the range 10.2–11.7kB in the
selected temperature interval, with an average value ofSV

f

;10.8kB . In fact, the migration contribution is already e
fectively included in TBMD simulations aimed at measurin
dV

0 . To prevent the double counting of this term, we pe
formed short observation runs, taking care to select o
those simulations whereV diffusion actually did not take
place. The convergence error thus included in our ensem
averages results in an entropy overestimation of;2kB . In
conclusion, we estimate an average formation~i.e.,
configurational1vibrational! entropy of SV

f ;8.8kB . Our
TBMD results forSI

f and SV
f are in good qualitative agree

ment with first-principles calculations by Blo¨chl et al.9,14 in
the sense that the difference in the entropies of formation
I ’s andV’s is of the order of 1 –2kB in both studies, which
predict a larger formation entropy for the interstitial.

Diffusivity constants were obtained by using the migr
tion prefactors and energies computed in a previous wo10

by means of the same TBMD scheme adopted here. In
ticular, we obtaindI

051.5831021 cm2 s21 and dV
051.18

31024 cm2 s21, EI
m51.37 eV andEV

m50.1 eV. As for the
formation energies the TBMD results areEI

f53.80 eV and
EV

f 53.97 eV. In this way, we get a self-consistent set
numbers, characterizing the various physical observables
evant to self-diffusion.

The vacancy contribution to self-diffusion predicted b
present calculations is reported in Fig. 1. Experimental d
by Brachtet al.2 and Göseleet al.,7 as well as other SW8 and
first-principles9,14 theoretical results are shown for compa
son.

It is apparent that our TBMD investigation is in excelle
agreement with state-of-the-art experimental data, provid

FIG. 1. Vacancy contribution to self-diffusion coefficient.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 233203
an overall atomistic picture forV-mediated self-diffusion
much more reliable than model-potential simulations. We
lieve that the main source of disagreement between the
and experimental data is due to the very low value of
vacancy formation energyEV

f 52.5 eV, which unfavorably
compares with the 3.8 eV and 3.3–3.7 eV values given
TBMD and first-principles calculations, respectively.10 The
agreement is better for TBMD even when compared withab
initio simulations which are principle superior. We guess t
this is due to technical details of the calculations, both p
formed within the same formal framework, but with a diffe
ent choice for the number ofl points over which operate th
TI integration~only three points were used in Ref. 14!. Un-
der this respect, the semi-empirical character of TBMD h
proved to be an advantage: thanks to the reduced comp
tional workload it is possible to perform TI simulations in
fully-converged regime, still keeping a quantum-mechani
description of atom interactions.

As for self-interstitials, Fig. 2 confirms the predictivit
and reliability of the present results. We note that in this c
model-potential data are not so bad, while first-princip

FIG. 2. Interstitial contribution to self-diffusion coefficient.
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calculations were performed at one temperature only, so
no estimation for the activation energy ofI diffusion can be
obtained.

Finally, we remark that our investigation predicts theI
defects to dominate self-diffusion at high temperatures,
proved experimentally and confirmed by first-principles c
culations. Furthermore, theV-mediated and I-mediated
mechanisms give equal contributions atT̄;1030 °C. This
result is again consistent with available experiments.2,7

In conclusion, we propose the set of TBMD values
ported here for the diffusion constants~which frequently may
individually carry some model-related or method-related
ror! as the more complete and consistent set of values
viding a correct global picture for self-diffusion in bulk S
The degree of reliability of present results is summarized
Fig. 3 where the silicon TBMD total self-diffusion coeffi
cientDSD5DI1DV is compared with state-of-the-art expe
mental data.2,7 The present numbers should be, therefo
useful in modeling Si bulk processing.

One of us~L.C.! acknowledges support by CNR und
project ‘‘5%—Microelettronica.’’ This research has bee
supported by Academy of Finland through its Center of E
cellence Program 2000–2006.

FIG. 3. Total self-diffusion coefficient in silicon.
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